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PARD NV007A - Brand New, Brand new NV007A in stock! Turn you existing

scope into a night vision scope in seconds. Price Includes delivery!  Feel free to

contact me for more info, videos etc

Seller Info

Name: Cobus de Jager

Email: info@garrison.net.za

Company

Name:

Garrison

First Name: Cobus

Last Name: de Jager

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 2302

Address: Secunda

Phone: +27 (82) 483-0316

Listing details

Title: PARD NV007A - Brand New

Price: R 8,500.00

Make: PARD

Model: NV007A

Condition: Brand New

Description: Brand new NV007A in stock! Turn you existing

scope into a night vision scope in seconds.

Price Includes delivery! 

Feel free to contact me for more info, videos etc

Business or Customer

Name:

Garrison
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Phone: +27 (82) 483-0316

Email: info@garrison.net.za

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Mpumalanga

City: Secunda

Additional

Information:

http://www.garrison.net.za/index.php?route=product

/product&path=59_63&product_id=50

1080P HD Full colour day-time recording

1080P HD Night-time recording.

Record in MP4 format directly to internal

Micro SD card (not included).

Frame rate 30 fps.

Compatible with OSX and Windows

systems. Video footage can also be played

back through viewfinder.

Built-in 5w 850nm IR infrared illuminator

150yrd - 200yrd with variable focus from

spot to flood and three power settings -

high/med/low.

Built-in 1mw laser, for use as a marker or

range finding.

Up to 8 hours run time (depending on

built-in IR usage).

Fits scope eye bell up to 48mm

Easy fit aluminum scope mount - Allows 1/2

a turn fitting of the unit, locks in place solid

and fits in seconds.

Light weight design (250g)

Recoil rated up to .308 caliber.

Powered by a single rechargeable flat

top 18650 battery (included).
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Digital zoom function. Increasing digital

image size allows you to keep your scope

optics at a lower magnification and allow

more light in if required.

Focus-able Dioptre

Built in Wifi allows viewing and remote

recording via phone or tablet using the

dedicated app (ISO and Android

compatible).

Standby mode turns eye display off to

prevent spooking of quarry from screen

glare.

Adjustable brightness and exposure control

to allow greater detail during very low light

conditions.

16mm Focus-able lens.

Includes 42mm, 45mm or 48mm ring mount

for fitting over ocular lens 

Reference Number: GUA135079
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